Medical error is estimated to be the third leading cause of
death in the US.2 To effectively address sources of error at
a systemic level, multiple reports from different
perspectives are necessary. Students, residents and fellows
providing direct patient care provide valuable perspectives
for reporting, but face many barriers to reporting observed
incidents.

Title and Overview: The guide begins
with a brief overview to clarify its
purpose and encourage the reader to
follow through with reporting. The title
and overview text emphasize that all
types of concerns may be reported,
including medical errors, adverse events,
near-misses, unsafe conditions, and biasrelated incidents.

A major logistical barrier to trainee reporting is a lack of
clear and timely orientation to site-specific protocols for
reporting. Other barriers, such as time constraints, fear of
negative repercussions, stress related to the incident itself
may prevent students from seeking out this information on
their own.

Design and implement a tool to equip trainees with sitespecific reporting protocols, with the aim to empower
trainees and reduce barriers to reporting errors, nearmisses, maltreatment and/or bias-related incidents.

High-yield training sites were identified through which the
majority of trainees will rotate during clinical training
periods. Through cooperation with leaders in clinical
quality and safety, visual descriptions of reporting
protocols were gathered from each major site.

Medical Reporting Protocols for Major Training Sites: Specific electronic reporting protocols can be viewed by
clicking on a thumbnail for the corresponding site. Each thumbnail links to a PDF file stored in Google Drive, which will
be viewed in a new tab and can be downloaded. An example is shown for linked protocols to one site, which includes
reporting protocols for outpatient and inpatient incidents. Students can view screenshots and notes indicating where to
click, what information is needed or optional, and the overall length of the forms.

Protocols, which consisted of visual images of electronic
reporting systems with descriptive text, were compiled into
a Google Site. Additional University-wide reporting
resources were also added, as well as faculty contacts for
both undergraduate and graduate medical education.
Clarity and brevity were prioritized to facilitate utilization
and comprehension. The site was designed to be easily
linked from multiple web locations, including multiple
relevant locations on the medical school website and the
electronic learning system used by all students.

A Reporting Guide was designed containing quickly
accessible protocols for reporting medical errors and
concerns at major clinical training sites, as well as other
important incidents to report.

• Manual updating and sharing is required
• Convenience and accessibility to reporting is limited by
each site’s system
• Other social and logistical barriers to effective reporting
remain.

Resources for Other Types of Incidents:
Links directly to other university-wide
reporting systems are provided with
descriptions after the medical reporting
protocols. These include reporting for
UMN policy violations, including
mistreatment and bias-related incidents, as
well as sexual misconduct, including
harassment, assault, stalking, and
relationship violence.

• Establish a system for regular updates
from sites
• Include more university-associated
training sites
• Incorporate the guide into trainee
curriculum and expand curriculum on
reporting
• Coordinate further with GME to ensure
consistency
• Collect data to understand student
reporting experiences

This project elucidated several broader opportunities to
address barriers to reporting. A best-practice for electronic
reporting systems could be identified to improve systems at
each site (minimize necessary clicks, standardize required
information, etc.). Additionally, all types of reporting could
be done through a centralized, well-advertised system, to
reduce the burden of uncertainty in where to find resources
or identifying what resources are appropriate to use.
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